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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company runs its containerized batch jobs on Amazon ECS. The
jobs are scheduled by submitting a container image, a task
definition, and the relevant data to an Amazon S3 bucket.
Container images may be unique per job. Running the jobs as
quickly as possible is of utmost importance, so submitting jobs
artifacts to the S3 bucket triggers the job to run immediately.
Sometimes there may no jobs running at all. However, jobs of
any size can be submitted with no prior warning to the IT
Operations team. Job definitions include CPU and memory
resource requirements.
What solution will allow the batch jobs to complete as quickly
as possible after being scheduled?
A. Schedule the jobs on an Amazon ECS cluster using the Amazon
EC2 launch type. Use Service Auto Scaling to increase or
decrease the number of running tasks to suit the number of
running jobs.
B. Schedule the jobs on an Amazon ECS cluster using the Fargate
launch type. Use Service Auto Scaling to increase or decrease
the number of running tasks to suit the number of running jobs.
C. Schedule the jobs directly on EC2 instances. Use Reserved
Instances for the baseline minimum load, and use On-Demand
Instances in an Auto Scaling group to scale up the platform
based on demand.

D. Schedule the jobs on an Amazon ECS cluster using the Fargate
launch type. Use Spot Instances in an Auto Scaling group to
scale the platform based on demand. Use Service Auto Scaling to
increase or decrease the number of running tasks to suit the
number of running jobs.
Answer: B
Explanation:
A: EC2 Launch type you have to determine the EC2 instance
beforehand and scaling up down is not that fast as Fargate.
B: This is not feasible as it may not be fast enough and it's
not managed.
D: You cannot use Spot instance because it is not guaranteed.

NEW QUESTION: 2
In Avaya Aura Contact Center (AACC), how do you create auto
responses that address the most commonly received e-mail
queries?
A. Run a "Contact Summary" report in Historical Reporting on
the CCMA server and create auto- responses based on the most
frequently-occurring e-mail contact topics in the report.
B. Use the "Auto-Suggest Promotion" tool in CCMM Administration
to promote auto-suggestions auto- responses based on the
percentage of contacts for which each auto-suggestion was
selected.
C. Run ,1 "Contacts is Closed by Auto Suggestion, top 5"
historical report from the "Multimedia" folder in Historical
Reporting on the Contact Center Manager Administration (CCMA)
server, and auto suggestion keywords and responses from the
report to create new e-mail auto-respect.
D. Enable "Keyword Reporting" for e-mail contacts in the "E
mail" tool in Contact Center Multimedia (CCMM) Administration,
then use the "Keyword Frequency" tool to determine which
keywords would be used to trigger new auto-responses.
Answer: B
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT
You have a Nano Server named Nano1 that runs Windows Server
2016. Nano1 is deployed to a virtual machine and is a member of
a workgroup.
You need to join Nano1 to a domain named contoso.com.
Which two commands should you run? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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